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IN THEIR ROOM LONDON
34 min // USA // HD // 2013

Directed by Travis Mathews

CONTACT
Festivals
The Film Collaborative 
Jeffrey Winter: jeffrey@thefilmcollaborative.org

Director Travis Mathews
travisdmathews@gmail.com
www.travisdmathews.com

Publicity
Mickey Cottrell (mickey@inclusivepr.com)

LOGLINE
After the San Francisco and Berlin episodes of his “In Their Room” series about gay men and their bedrooms, in the third
installment Travis Mathews introduces a handful of gay men living in the UK capital. As they are getting ready for a
casual hook-up, they open up about their expectations and share their innermost desires and thoughts on sex, romance
and relationships.

Mathews' work benefits from his ability to strike a unique connection with his characters, who get comfortable with their
physical as well as emotional nudity in front of the camera. With a tender insight and a striking eye for seemingly small
but significant details, he sensitively compiles a mosaic of male sexuality, intimacy and vulnerability. (reposted from
INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL PRAGUE)

TRAVIS BIO
Travis Mathews is an award-winning filmmaker whose movies focus on gay men and intimacy. Informed with a Masters
in Counseling Psychology and a background in documentary, Travis takes a thoughtful and naturalistic approach to
filmmaking while maintaining a sense of humor in his movies.

In 2009 Travis started an ongoing documentary series called In Their Room about gay men and bedrooms. The first of
several episodes was filmed in San Francisco, followed by Berlin in 2010 and then London in 2012. During the making of
the series Travis began his first feature film, I Want Your Love, inspired by the small real-life narratives he was
encountering with the men he was filming. I Want Your Love has played sold out screenings in dozens of festivals
worldwide and was released on VOD/DVD in March 2013.

Following the success of I Want Your Love, Travis was approached by filmmaker James Franco in 2012 to collaborate
on what would become Interior. Leather Bar..

PRESS
Interview with Travis Mathews upon the world premiere at The Fringe! Festival in London
http://fringefilmfest.com/blog/5344/travis-mathews-talks-in-their-room-london

Interview with Alex (one of the LONDON subjects)
http://www.polarimagazine.com/interviews/naked-talk-travis-mathews-their-room-london/

MEDIA
ITR LONDON teaser: 
https://vimeo.com/61477223
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ITR LONDON still images, download link:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/bkynbcxxmohhclq/yS1F1pCaAi

CREDITS
in association with
GHOST CRAB FILMS

produced by
Jay Knowlton

associate produced by
Keith Wilson

executive produced by 
Thomas Patrick Lane
Jay Knowlton

executive produced by 
Heather Reddig

with
Pietro
Ben
Shane
Alex
Max
Jeannie Dee
Tommy
Ryan

cinematography and editing by Travis Mathews

graphics by Taku Hazeyama

music by Santiago Latorre
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download the teaser here:

https://www.dropbox.com/s/maz4g1ay63upcf2/ITRL%20Trailer4.mov
https://vimeo.com/57326313
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/bkynbcxxmohhclq/yS1F1pCaAi

